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 All new technologies ask for a future under a free economic system. All these include further 
participation in the universe with all new possibilities. As we see, we must seek all the 
fundamentals of all these new futures. 
 
 Liberalism is all based on those realities in the West and its camp. But considering its bases, 
we may find building new rules and laws necessary. 
 
 First, we must know about liberalism and the free economic system as capitalism and 
competition principles. We could have all doubt about these rules and laws. 
 
 We could insist all fairness could be served with the same livelihood conditions and any baes 
of reality as the rules and laws. 
 
 Society 5.0 could ask for all new bases of society that are all fundamentals of all reality as we 
insisted on the new philosophies. 
 
 We have an idea called basic income. And we see any progress from the Western camp as we 
could insist that we need our lead of realities. All progresses are based upon all academicals 
considering socialism with its progress. 
 
 We need to ask for any bases of the coming future that include all new technologies and 
systems. We need to know all these are based on competition and they make all progress. That 
is all the reason no one denies those realities. All socially disadvantaged people find it difficult 
to live in this reality. 
 
 So we insist on new socialism as the rules and laws. Under all realities, fairness may be 
fundamental to reality. Competition creates a hierarchy and fairness as equality gives the same 
environment for the realities. All these differences could base different realities and make all 
bases for the future. 
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 These are new rules and do not limit possibilities. We believe it is the door to a just future 
for everyone. 
 
 These are questions about the hierarchy of wealth, not a denial of the creativity of freedom. 
 
 Moreover, these are neither criticisms nor praise of the Western camp. This is a proposal for 
a new basis of reality. 
 
 All these fundamentals could base all futures. We could offer everyone equal opportunity as 
we serve a new educational environment. 
 
 We could imagine a new society with society ５.０ measures. They could base all new 
standards and agreements on their bases. 
 
 We have a new future, without a doubt. These are the latest technologies used for all fields 
of reality. And I give you a doubt for all its competition principles. 
 
 And we must know any progress we find based on Western humanism. On the other hand, 
we find inhumanism. And any realities we face in a world, even under all dark nights, we have 
a right attitude called conscience. That is what we could find in common with any nation and 
race. 
 
 Any academics have full use of themselves to reconstruct any realities in the nation.  
 
 We fully agree to reconstruct any realities under the new measures and consensus. 
 
 We need to agree on the new idea that we have new ages to step into all-new possibilities to 
ask for new realities in the universe. 
 
 All these are based on new technology. All technology is based on academic progress. 
 
 We are facing all new creativity in the USA. They are creating a new future. 
 
 We need the right step in the future.  


